
New arrangement
for switching

In order to facilitate members of the Provident Fund Scheme for Workers in the Public Services to inquire about the latest 
situation of their accounts, the Pension Fund provides the following electronic services through the “Macao Government 
Services Mobile App” :  

Members are welcome to use our services more often, so as to understand the most updated status of their accounts and other 
related information. 

The new arrangement for switching has been launched since May this year. The 
number of switching days has been increased from a quarterly basis to a monthly 
basis, while the four switching opportunities per year for members remain 
unchanged. In addition, the service of “eSwitching” has been implemented since 
April. Members from all public service departments may, in addition to handing in 
the paper switching declarations, submit the switching declarations electronically 
through self-service kiosks in Macao (interfaces are available in Chinese and 
Portuguese only). 
As at the end of June this year, over 9,600 members, i.e. over 40% of the total 
members, have successfully registered to use the service of “eSwitching”.



EQUITY MARKET
The global equity market surged in the second quarter. Despite the economic data was weak due to the impact of the pneumonia, 
the sentiment of investors was improved by the expansion of economic stimulus packages, from the beginning until the middle of 
the quarter, by central banks across the world, as well as by the gradual easing of lockdown measures for the Novel coronavirus 
pneumonia, having led the equity market to a strong rebound. However, unfavorable factors such as intense trade tensions 
between China and the US, civil unrest in the US and rising concerns over a second wave of the pneumonia had caused the global 
equity market to go downwards slightly at the end of the quarter.

BOND MARKET
The global bond market recorded an increase in the second quarter. The US Federal Reserve (Fed) launched the USD 2.3 trillion 
package again in the beginning of the quarter. Apart from providing loans to small and medium-sized businesses and purchasing 
treasures of states and municipalities, the Fed pledged for the first time that it would buy parts of those corporate bonds that had 
been downgraded to below the investment-grade, and the asset-backed securities. The Fed also maintained the target federal 
funds rates unchanged after the meeting in June and hinted that it would keep the interest rates at near-zero levels until the end 
of 2022. As for the euro zone, the European Central Bank (ECB) also maintained the interest rates unchanged and expanded the 
scale of pandemic asset purchase programme by 600 billion euros to 1.35 trillion euros. With the support of further easing policies 
by central banks, the bond market went upwards in general.

MACAU PATACA INTEREST RATE MARKET
The MOP interest rates dropped in the second quarter. Driven by the fact that HKD interest rates were continuously higher than 
those of USD, carry-trade activities continued to be active, having triggered the strong-side Convertibility Undertaking of HKD to 
USD on many occasions. As a result, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority sold HKD into the market many times, thus having increased 
the liquidity of HKD. The HKD/MOP interbank offered rates decreased accordingly. Although the interbank offered rates slightly 
bounced back at the end of May amid expectations for factors like fundraising by large enterprises and half-year end closing, the 
rates were still on the downward trend during the quarter in general. Overall, the deposit interest rates in Macao also declined.

The Reward Activity for the “Electronic Plan of Account Services 2020” is now ongoing. 
Please login to our featured website www.fp.gov.mo/estatement for details (available in 
Chinese and Portuguese only). Members are welcome to participate in the activity and to 
contribute to environmental protection!

The featured seminar on retirement investment for members who are approaching 
retirement was held successfully. Members are welcome to login to our website 
www.fp.gov.mo to review the seminar powerpoint slides. The video of the seminar will be 
available for viewing in mid-August (both powerpoint and video are available in Chinese 
and Portuguese only). 



The following graph shows the trend of unit price movements of each application plan since the inception date of the Provident Fund 
Scheme (01/01/2007). The starting points of unit prices are set at zero and the subsequent percentage changes of daily unit prices 
relative to the starting points are demonstrated.
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